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The prevailing attitude: 

“It won’t happen here.”



Your Emergency Operations Plan

It probably addresses a lot of possibilities…



Reaction to Disaster or Crisis

It’s not what you think.

http://www.time.com/time/photogallery/0,29307,1872244_1826421,00.html
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Failure to Respond

• Subconscious need for normalcy

• Overwhelming sense of denial

• Unable to comprehend scope of event

• Optimistic bias

• Lack of safety culture

• No planning or preparedness

• Poor training

• No practice or rehearsal



Case Study
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Case Study:
Pinelake Health & Rehab • Carthage, NC

On Sunday, March 29, 2009, at approximately 

10:00 a.m., an act of violence at Pinelake Health & 

Rehab in Carthage, North Carolina ended several lives 

and wounded residents, staff, and a visitor—both 

physically and emotionally.





Case Study:
Pinelake Health & Rehab • Carthage, NC

• The gunman, Robert Stewart, arrives on location and parks at the 

front of the building

• Stewart fires multiple rounds into the PT Cruiser of his estranged 

wife, who is an employee of the facility

• Before entering the building, Stewart shoots a visitor, Michael 

Cotton, in the shoulder 

• Stewart enters the building to search for his estranged wife, 

Wanda Stewart

• Unable to find her because she is in a locked dementia unit, 

Stewart begins to shoot at residents and staff

Incident Overview



Case Study:
Pinelake Health & Rehab • Carthage, NC

• Nurse Jerry Avant Jr. identifies the incident and makes a 

facility-wide “lockdown” announcement

• Avant begins to move and secure residents but is shot by 

Stewart and later dies from the injuries

• A police officer arrives on scene and challenges Stewart, 

who turns his gun at the officer

• The officer is shot but returns fire, hitting and injuring 

Stewart and stopping his attack

• The officer takes Stewart into custody

Incident Overview



Case Study:
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• Seven residents and one staff member killed 

• Three injured, including the gunman

• Stewart brought multiple firearms to the facility 

and a bag of ammunition

• 12-gauge shotgun

• .22 caliber rifle

• .22 Magnum semi-automatic pistol

• .357 Magnum revolver

• The 12-gauge shotgun was Stewart’s primary 

weapon of choice

Incident Discoveries and Aftermaths



“

”

Robert Stewart entered Pinelake that 
day with a specific reason—to chase 
down Wanda Stewart. He brought four 
guns and a bag of ammunition with the 
intent of creating mass casualties.

Opening statement to jurors by Tiffany Bartholomew, Assistant District 
Attorney for Moore County, North Carolina, at the homicide trial of Robert 
Stewart on August 1, 2011

Motive
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On Saturday, September 3, 2011, 
Robert Stewart, 45, was found 
guilty of second-degree murder 
for killing eight individuals while 
under the influence of 
antidepressants and six Ambien 
pills.  

He was sentenced to 142 years in prison.
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The Active Shooter Defined

An Active Shooter is an individual actively engaged in killing or attempting to kill people 

in a confined and populated area; in most cases, active shooters use firearms(s) and there 

is no pattern or method to their selection of victims.  

Active shooter situations are unpredictable and evolve quickly.  Typically, the immediate 

deployment of law enforcement is required to stop the shooting and mitigate harm to 

victims.  

Because active shooter situations are often over within 10 to 15 minutes, before law 

enforcement arrives on the scene, individuals must be prepared both mentally and 

physically to deal with an active shooter situation.

-Profile of an Active Shooter as defined by the Department of Homeland Security



PHASE® Incident



PHASE® Incident

P: Personal
H: Hostile
A: Agenda
S: Singular
E: Event



PHASE® Incident

Personal: This incident is not random and occurs between known 

persons. The incident is driven by an emotional cause (passion, rage, 

love, revenge, etc.)

Hostile: The offender’s action toward the victim is driven by emotion 

and will be brutally violent

Agenda: The offender has a premeditated plan and has come to the 

facility prepared to carry it out

Singular: The incident will be over once the agenda has been 

completed; not a continuous act

Event: The quantified incident



PHASE® Incident Examples

PHASE®  Incident

• Mercy killing

• ‘Wrongful death’—targeting caregiver

• Patient/client mistreatment/abuse

• Domestic dispute

• Child custody

• Employee harassment

• Employee termination



CAVE® Incident



CAVE® Incident

C: Continuous

A: Active

V: Violent

E: Event



CAVE® Incident

Continuous: The offender will continue the incident until (s)he is 
stopped by some outside force

Active: The offender’s agenda has no clear end point. (S)he may 
have an objective, but it is very broad and not clearly defined

Violent: Because the objective is broad, the offender needs a 
grandiose method to carry it out (e.g., large quantities of 
weapons, munitions, and possibly explosives). The method of 
violence delivery is usually well thought out

Event: The quantified incident



CAVE® Incident Examples

• Mental illness

• ‘Wrongful death’ (staff-wide)

• Patient / client mistreatment/abuse

• Employee termination

• Political agenda

• Personal agenda



Evolution of PHASE® into CAVE®



Evolution of PHASE® into CAVE® Incident 

Can it evolve?

• Mindset

• Factors



Evolution of PHASE® into CAVE® Incident 

Mindset
• PHASE®  characterizations review

• Personal

• Emotions are HIGH!!!

• Agenda

• Thorough pre-plan event

• Determined

• Resolute



Evolution of PHASE® into CAVE® Incident 

Factors prompting evolution

• Security

•Checkpoint or foot patrol

• Caregiver

• Aide/med tech/nurse/doctor

• Murphy and his ruthless Law



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan
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Active Shooter Safety Action Plan
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Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

• Exit the facility as quickly as possible

• Leave personal belongings behind

• Encourage people to go with you

• Use cover and concealment to your advantage

• Stay calm and quiet

• When in a safe location, call 911

• Follow police directions

Get Out



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

• What are cover and concealment?

• Concealment is an item that hides you 
from visual sight. For instance, a leafy 
camouflage jacket in a treetop would be 
hard to see!

• Concealment does NOT stop bullets!

• Cover is an item that hides you from 
visual sight and stops bullets. The tree 
trunk will do that!

Cover and Concealment



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

CONCEALMENT

• Hides you

• DOES NOT STOP Bullets

COVER

• Hides you

• STOPS Bullets

VS.



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

Get Out: The faster and smarter you 

move to “Get Out,” the lower the 

probability you will be shot by the 

bad guy. Moving targets are hard 

targets to hit.



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

Statistically, trained and prepared law 

enforcement officers involved in a gunfight 

only hit 18 to 27% of targets. 

The likelihood of being hit by a bullet fired 

by the offender during an Active Shooter 

Event is low if you move quickly!



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

• Find an inconspicuous place

• Cover yourself

• Call 911 if able and safe to do so

• Be QUIET

• Silence cell phones, pagers, etc.

• Be still

• Hide in ‘plain sight’

• Play dead

• Out of sight … out of mind

Hide Out



HIDING

IN

PLAIN

SIGHT
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Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

• Hide in rooms that can be locked
• Closets

• Records rooms

• Medication rooms

• Restrooms

• Lock/deadbolt doors

• Use big, heavy things to barricade doors
• Furniture (desks, bookshelves, etc.)

• Medical equipment

• Exam room beds

• Use lots of smaller things to barricade doors

• Once secure, call 911

Keep Out
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Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

Take Out

• The FIGHT of—and for—your LIFE

• Commit to the act …

• … and do not stop until the threat has ended

• Misery LOVES company. There is strength in numbers

• Weapons of opportunity in the workplace

• Position of tactical advantage

• Diversion and confusion prior to the fight

• Speed, aggression, surprise



Active Shooter Safety Action Plan

Take Out
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